Spread the word about what good the #CostofLivingRefund can do for the people you care about! We’re asking our partners to post on Twitter and Facebook now.

Click to tweet and add your own message: It’s about time we stop giving tax breaks to the wealthy and corporations and start talking about tax reform to benefit regular people through a #CostofLivingRefund.

OR, post your own Tweet: “We talk about these systems being broken, they’re not broken. They’re working exactly as designed.” Experts explain why we need efforts such as @EconomicSecProj’s #CostofLivingRefund and @KamalaHarris’s new bill to support hard-working Americans.

Post on Facebook: “We talk about these systems being broken, they're not broken. They're working exactly as designed.” Hear direct service workers and economic experts make the case for why we need interventions such as the @EconomicSecProj’s Cost-of-Living Refund and @KamalaHarris’s new bill to support hard-working Americans.

https://www.facebook.com/EconomicSecProj/videos/2118020978458184

Click to tweet and add your own message: Tax reform to benefit hardworking Americans is in the works! Great article covering the #CostofLivingRefund and other new policies to put more cash in the pockets of working people.


OR, post your own Tweet: An extra $500 a month for hardworking Americans: @KamalaHarris’s new bill and @EconomicSecProj’s #CostofLivingRefund will help working & middle-class people with the rising cost of living & housing. Read @annielowrey in @TheAtlantic:


Post to Facebook: Hardworking Americans could use an extra $500 a month. That’s why @KamalaHarris’s new legislation and the @EconomicSecProj’s Cost-of-Living Refund are smart, simple ways to help working & middle-class people with the rising cost of living & housing. Read more in Annie Lowrey’s latest for @TheAtlantic